The contribution of tenosynovitis of small joints to the symptom morning stiffness in patients with presynovitis undifferentiated and rheumatoid arthritis
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Background: Morning stiffness (MS) is characteristic of Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA) that is associated with functional disability. Despite the known parallel in the circadian rhythm of MS and that of several hormones and pro-inflammatory cytokines in the systemic circulation, it is insufficiently known to what extent local inflammatory processes contribute to this symptom. The correlation between MS and the number of swollen joints is relatively weak but may be underestimated by insufficient sensitivity in measuring local inflammation. Furthermore, MRI-detected tenosynovitis of small joints is increasingly recognized as early feature of RA which is also associated with functional impairments. Recently it was proposed that this may contribute to MS.

Objectives: We assessed the relationship between MS and MRI-detected inflammation and tenosynovitis in particular.

Methods: 286 consecutive patients newly presenting with undifferentiated and rheumatoid arthritis underwent contrast-enhanced 1.5T-MRI of (2-5) MCP-, (1-5)MTP-, and wrist-joints. Scans were scored for tenosynovitis according to Haarreveld and for synovitis, ostelitis conform the RAM-RIS-method. MS was dichotomized as<60 or >60 minutes. Associations between MS and synovitis/tenosynovitis were tested with logistic regression and the presence of a biologic interaction was assessed categorically (solitary or simultaneous presence of synovitis/tenosynovitis).

Results: MS was present in 40% of patients. Tenosynovitis was more often present in patients with MS than without MS (80% versus 65%); OR 2.11 (95%CI 1.21;3.69). Also synovitis was more often present in patients with MS (58% versus 44%); OR 1.83 (1.12;2.96). In categorized analyses the largest association was found for concurrent synovitis and tenosynovitis OR 2.43 (1.30;4.54); whereas single presence of synovitis was not associated (OR 0.85 (0.21;3.47). The variance explained in all analyses on MS by stiffness was small, ranging 3-6%.

Conclusion: Tenosynovitis, and simultaneous presence of tenosynovitis and synovitis in particular, was associated with MS. However, effect sizes suggested that the contribution of local inflammation to this symptom is rather limited.
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Infections among rheumatoid arthritis patients starting or switching biological agents. A systematic literature review
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Background: The increased rate of infections is one of the most relevant issues regarding biologic therapies in Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA). There is a large number of studies comparing different biologic agents and biologic vs synthetic DMARDs in order to assess their safety profile. Nevertheless, the main question is whether biologics really increase the infection risk by themselves. Up to date, different studies tried to clarify the actual role that these drugs have in this potentially serious adverse effect, searching for other predisposing conditions related to patient clinical characteristics.

Objectives: To compare the risk of infections between patients starting biologic for the first time (naïve) and patients with an inadequate response to a previous biologic agent (switchers).

Methods: A search strategy was performed by the Spanish Society of Rheumatology documentalist over Pubmed, Embase and Cochrane Library databases (from January 2008 to February 2018). All the references retrieved were managed using Endnote X7. Screening of studies, data collection and data analysis was performed by 2 reviewers. Meta-analysis, systematic reviews of Randomized Controlled Trials (RCT), Clinical Trials or Cohort studies, comparing data from adult RA patients starting biologics and switching biologics, were selected. After the first screening, a critical review was performed using electronic FLC platform for critical appraisal tools (Osteba®) and The Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines Network (SIGN) was considered to classify the scientific evidence of the selected studies. Studies including patients with chronic infections, tuberculosis reactivations or surgical infections were excluded.

Results: 8 studies were included: 1RCT, 2 Open label study, 1 Open label extension from RCT, 2 subgroups analysis from RCTs and 2 prospective cohort studies.

Conclusion: Infection risk was higher in switchers than in naïve patients, with a mean variation between 0-9 and 1.8 100 PY. Serious infections were also higher in switchers patients, 2.2 100 PY. In both groups, ( naïve and switchers), patients treated with more cumulative dose of glucocorticoids (GC) had an increased risk of infections, and it was higher in patients with an inadequate response to previous biologic agents. Mean disease duration was longer in switchers, but this fact was not related to increase of infections.
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Background: Recent advancements in treatment of rheumatoid arthritis (RA) with disease-modifying anti-rheumatic drugs (DMARDs) have been remarkable, with disease symptoms nearly disappearing due to their strong anti-inflammatory action and many patients achieving remission. As a result, the need for RA-related surgery has shown a yearly decreasing trend, especially knee surgery and synovectomy procedures [1]. On the other hand, cases of secondary osteoarthritis (OA) in knee joints as a symptom associated with RA following a total knee arthroplasty (TKA) are increasing.

Objectives: We investigated the morphology of osteophytes by quantitatively evaluating their size using images obtained prior to performing a TKA. Additionally, the relationships of osteophyte size with patient background, disease activity, and degree of inflammation were examined.

Methods: Radiographs of 35 consecutive knees in 30 RA patients (26 females, 4 males; mean age 63.0 years; median disease duration 15 years) who underwent TKA, including preoperative standing AP view radiographs of the knee joint, were retrospectively analyzed. Using the ImageJ software package, osteophyte size in the medial femur (MF), medial tibia (MT), lateral femur (LF), and lateral tibia (LT) regions was determined. Written informed consent for data collection was obtained from all patients in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

Results: Preoperative Larsen grade was 2, 3, 4, and 5 in 1, 12, 18, and 2 patients, respectively, with mean disease duration 15 years who underwent TKA, including preoperative standing AP view radiographs of the knee joint, were retrospectively analyzed. Using the ImageJ software package, osteophyte size in the medial femur (MF), medial tibia (MT), lateral femur (LF), and lateral tibia (LT) regions was determined. Written informed consent for data collection was obtained from all patients in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.
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